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PWN in the midst of society 
Social Responsibility in the genes  
PWN is genetically programmed for Social Responsibility (SR). The most important contribution – the delivery of pure 
drinking water – is the bedrock of its existence. PWN also manages over 7,300 hectares of dune and nature conservation 
areas in Noord-Holland for the current and future generations. Other important topical SR themes include CO2-neutral 
operations in 2015, sustainable innovations and contributing to the United Nations Millennium Development Goals 
(MDG)1. Stakeholder management is also given high priority in the organisation’s SR efforts. This is a way of presenting 
PWN’s social aspect. 

Our mission
PWN is responsible for the continuous availability of pure drinking water and valuable nature for the people of Noord-
Holland, both now and in the future. As an important social organisation PWN has close ties with its customers, partners, 
employees and stakeholders.

Our vision
A sustainable approach to water and nature is in everybody’s best interests. PWN contributes to this by continuously 
making provision for clean, reliable and palatable drinking water and 7,300 hectares of beautiful nature. This takes a great 
deal of effort. The pollution of water and nature is on the rise, and technological progress is making the contamination of 
drinking water increasingly emphatically visible. There is also a lot going on below ground level: the poorly coordinated 
increase in the number of cables and pipelines poses risks for a reliable drinking water supply. PWN has a social role. We 
are setting out to emphasise and express that role even more strongly. We take an open and flexible approach in order to 
remain connected to our surroundings. The use of new technology at minimum cost ensures that we can continue to  
supply sufficient and reliable drinking water to satisfied customers.

“Ultimately, our most important contribution to a sustainable living environment is to ensure that tap water is so reliable 
and palatable that nobody feels the need to use bottled water. This, as we know, is much more environmentally harmful 
and is also substantially more expensive. We do everything we can to organise this efficiently. The result of that effort 
is that high quality water flows through the pipes of Noord-Holland, at low cost. We do this in unique interaction with 
nature management in our dunes. With this self assessment statement we are showing how we shape our corporate social 
responsibility in very concrete terms.”

Martien den Blanken, CEO PWN

¹  In 2000 the member states of the United Nations agreed that important progress would be made in the areas  
of poverty, education, health and the environment by 2015. Eight concrete objectives were laid down:  
the millennium objectives.
One of them is to improve access to reliable drinking water.1



PWN sets out to achieve the very best water quality and to treat its water in an effective, environmentally friendly and sustainable manner. 
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Three core values anchored in the organisation’s mission 

Connecting
We are committed to society in all respects. We not only work together, but also truly connect. We actively seek a dialogue 
and connection with our external contacts and internally with each other. We work together and are open to each other 
and to our external contacts.

Renewing
We always think about what can be done better tomorrow. Renewal enables us always to set the bar higher and work 
towards continuous improvement. The renewals we seek are aimed at continuing to offer our high quality in water, nature 
and service at a low social cost.

Fulfilling
Connecting and renewing is not where it stops. We keep our promises. We deliver the performance required of us. 
We have ambitions, initiate things and also bring them to fruition.

From unconsciously competent to consciously competent
It will be clear from the above that PWN does a lot in the area of SR. Until recently that was done in an insufficiently 
structured manner. This has been changed by NEN-ISO 26000. This guideline now forms the framework for all of PWN’s 
SR activities. SR, then, is not new to PWN, but was termed differently. PWN was ‘unconsciously competent’. The step to 
being ‘consciously competent’ is now being taken. We are now sharply focused and know what we need to do. We now 
have a number of SR spearheads and are focusing on them. SR is becoming transparent. What this mainly means  
internally is that SR awareness is growing among personnel and the ability to monitor and steer by SR performance is 
improving. Externally it means showing in concrete terms what we are doing to give shape to SR. The publication of the 
self assessment statement is one of the visible results of this. PWN will in the future be integrating SR even more deeply in 
its organisation and its activities will make it known and renowned amongst its customers and other stakeholders as being 
a socially responsible, accessible, innovative and sustainable drinking water company.



50 million m3 of water from IJsselmeer is intensively pre-treated in Andijk and transported via large underground pipes to the dunes where it is  
infiltrated in the soil.  
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Scope of the self assessment statement

The year covered by the self assessment statement
2012

Name of the organisation
NV PWN Waterleidingbedrijf Noord-Holland

Principal activities
Drinking water supply and dune and nature management

Operational in
• The Netherlands
Locations in the Netherlands: water treatment plants in Andijk, Bergen, Heemskerk, Wijk aan Zee en Laren, water  
purification in the dunes of Noord-Holland, head office in Velserbroek, visitors’ centres in Castricum (De Hoep) and  
Bloemendaal (De Zandwaaier), three independent natural camping sites.

• International
Via solely-owned subsidiaries PWN Technologies bv (PWNT) and Aquanet bv/PWN International Projects. Ruanda: 51% 
shareholding in water supply company Aquavirunga.
Aquanet provides support for numerous development projects in countries including Vietnam, Indonesia, Ruanda,  
Senegal, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and for emergency aid in Aceh, Indonesia, and Haiti. 

Head office location
Velserbroek

Applicable to
NV PWN Waterleidingbedrijf Noord-Holland
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With this self assessment statement PWN is substantiating and detailing the choices it has made concerning its social 
responsibility in the following areas.

Four chapters
1.  Subscribing to and applying the seven principles of SR.
2.  Identifying and involving stakeholders.
3.  The seven SR core subjects and 37 SR issues.
4.  Integrating social responsibility within the organisation.

SR principles
PWN subscribes to the seven principles of SR laid down in NEN-ISO 26000:

1. Accountability: PWN is aware of its surroundings and renders account for the impact of its operations through 
various channels. The most important expressions of this are:
a. the annual report (https://www.pwn.nl/PuurPWN/OverPWN/Publicaties)
b the Management Reports and Management Letter of the Nature and Recreation sector 
 (https://www.pwn.nl/PuurPWN/OverPWN/Publicaties)
c. the report of the Supervisory Board
d. the business plan 2012-2016 in which PWN sets out its vision and goals for a five-year period
e. annual policy plan with price proposals.
As well as direct and open communication about what it does, PWN is also certified under international standards. 
The general Quality, Environment and Health & Safety management systems are in keeping with the ISO and OHSAS 
standards. That is how we show those around us that we manage, safeguard and constantly improve the principal 
operating processes. That makes it possible for PWN to keep its promises to customers, partners and stakeholders. 
(https://www.pwn.nl/PuurPWN/OverPWN/ISOenMilieukeur/Pages/Certifcering.aspx)

2. Transparency: As an important social company, PWN is open to its surroundings. Water and nature are products 
that are socially relevant and in which our customers have an interest. Our aim is to clearly show society in Noord-
Holland that PWN is a socially responsible, accessible, innovative and sustainable company. These are our brand values. 
We show what we do and do that via:
a. the website (www.pwn.nl) and other online and print media
b. the annual report, including the financial statements (https://www.pwn.nl/PuurPWN/OverPWN/Publicaties)
c. Integral quarterly internal management reports (ISO 14001 indicators)
d. Internal reports programme PWN Duurzaam (Sustainable).
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3. Ethical behaviour: PWN has laid down ethical conduct in a code of conduct (including a whistle blower scheme), 
through managerial structures and via its procurement policy. The code of conduct:
•  shows how we set out to treat each other and customers: with respect, commitment and appreciation for each  
 other’s contribution
•  makes it clear what kinds of treatment we find unacceptable
•  guarantees the safety and wellbeing of our people
•  gives us a recognisable and credible image to present to the outside world

2012 will see the publication of a new code of conduct featuring a description of the three new core values ‘connecting, 
renewing and fulfilling’. These core values form the basis of all decisions and actions and will be actively brought to the 
attention of our employees next year.

All employees (new and current) and suppliers will be receiving this new code of conduct.

The Nature & Recreation (NR) sector also operates a number of important codes of conduct:
•  Code of conduct for prudent forest stewardship 2005 – 2010 (drawn up by the Netherlands Society for the  
 Protection of Birds and the forestry board.
•  Code of conduct for nature management (drawn up by the forestry board in association with the National Forest 
•  Service, the SBNL organisation for private and agrarian nature management, the Society for the Preservation  
 of Nature in the Netherlands (Natuurmonument), De Landschappen, the Federation for Private Land Ownership,  
 and others.)
•  Flora and Fauna Act code of conduct for drinking water companies (drawn up by KWR).

The general standing rules and safety regulations (such as the hygiene code) are applicable to all of the Drinking Water 
sector (DW) locations.
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4. Respect for stakeholder interests: PWN is a public company that carries out public tasks on a not-for-profit 
basis. The “social remit” of PWN is to continuously supply its customers with pure drinking water and nature management 
in a socially responsible manner (SR). We do this at the lowest possible social cost. Working in partnership with relevant 
stakeholders forms a vital aspect of this. That remit makes it essential to cooperate with relevant stakeholders. The fact 
that stakeholders and customers cannot choose their own drinking water company gives us an extra responsibility: PWN 
has a monopoly position. PWN comes into contact with stakeholders in all of its activities. PWN puts a lot of energy 
into building up, improving and managing relationships with stakeholders. We set out to understand and recognise the 
interests, needs and expectations of stakeholders and find a balance between those interests and the interest of PWN. 
PWN’s stakeholders are varied. They can be divided into three levels: corporate stakeholders, DW stakeholders and NR 
stakeholders. This includes not only the Province of Noord-Holland and the 50 municipalities, but also organisations such 
as the water boards, the Netherlands Society for the Protection of Birds and the Directorate-General for Public Works and 
Water Management.

5. Respect for the rule of law: PWN acts in conformity with laws and regulations in its activities.

PWN has a Laws and Regulations working committee which:
•  assesses changing laws and regulations and discusses them internally with the relevant employees.
•  monitors laws and regulations by studying professional literature and following courses and communicating on  
 this subject with its internal clients
•  judges whether those changes have been correctly implemented.
Compliance with the relevant laws and regulations is also addressed in the context of risk management and the external 
audit.

See also appendix 1 (page 26).

Nature & Recreation (NR) and Drinking Water (DW)
The Nature & Recreation sector is concerned in particular with the Nature Conservation Act and the Flora and Fauna Act. 
These Acts are related to the European Birds and Habitats Directive.

This applies to the Noordhollands Duinreservaat (NHD) and the Nationaal Park Zuid-Kennemerland (NPZK). One of the 
key goals is to maintain and extend biological diversity in the European Union. The Drinking Water sector has man laws 
to deal with, the most important of which is the Drinking Water Act.

Trade associations
PWN is affiliated with the sector organisations VEWIN and VEMW.

International
PWN-T and Aquanet apply the laws of the countries in which they operate. PWN-T and Aquanet set out to apply Dutch 
legislation wherever possible in cases where the relevant government’s enforcement is inadequate.

6. Respect for international norms of behaviour: this applies in particular to PWN-T and Aquanet. If the 
legislation is not up to the mark (or countries have conflicting laws), PWN-T and Aquanet coordinate this directly with 
the Board of Management, which discusses the matter with the Supervisory Board if necessary.

PWN-T is working on a code of conduct for suppliers and partners in the contractual agreements in developing countries. 
Where necessary, PWN will fall back in international situations on international standards of conduct, based primarily on 
the OECD directives.

7. Respect for human rights: PWN follows Dutch laws and regulations in which human rights are provided for. 
This applies also to various aspects included in PWN’s personnel policy. Risk situations in the procurement of components 
in the supply chain are looked into. Instruments for the prevention of abuses have been developed, such as the whistle 
blower scheme, the code of conduct for suppliers and the PWN-T contractual agreements.



IDENTIFYING AND INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS

PWN is a utilities company with a monopoly position. Our customers and stakeholders therefore have no alternative. It is 
precisely for that reason that we as an important social company want good relations with our stakeholders and to meet 
their expectations. We are very much aware that this will not happen on its own. We will need to continue to invest in this 
not only by building up relationships with stakeholders, but also by improving and carefully maintaining them. We want 
to understand their wishes and expectations so that we can incorporate them in the development of strategies and plans.

Our stakeholders 

Corporate 
• Customers 
• Employees / Volunteers 
• Suppliers 
• Supervisory Board 
•  Province (Queen’s Commissioner, Provincial Executive, 
 Provincial Council) 
•  Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation (EL&I) 
 and Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment (lenM)
• Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT) 
• Directorate General for Transport, Public Works 
 and Water Management 
• Municipalities of Noord-Holland 
• Fellow-drinking water companies (board of management) 
• Water boards (executive board and management) 
• Trade associations 
• Partners 
• Financial bodies 
• Unions 
• Universities/Universities of Applied Sciences 
• The press (including trade journals)

Drinking Water (DW)  
• Customers (such as: Tata Steel, Crown van Gelder, Vezet) 
•  Province: Members of the Water, Economy 
 and Administration committee 
•  Municipalities of Noord-Holland 
•  Directorate General for Transport, 
 Public Works and Water Management 
•  Fellow-drinking water companies 
•  Water boards 
•  The Water Laboratory 
•  Land owners 
•  Contractors 
•  Engineering offices 
•  Lobby associations 
•  Trade organisations 
•  RIWA 
•  Network managers/cable layers 
•  Emergency services, safety regions
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VEMW

Nature & Recreation (NR) 
•  Province: members of the Space and Environment Committee (R&M) 
•  (Organised) dune visitors 
•  Volunteers 
•  Resellers 
•  Recreational amenities boards 
•  Nature management organisations 
•  Lobby groups 
•  Dune Municipalities of Noord-Holland 
•  Dune Advisory Council (DAR) 
•  Fellow-nature conservationists/Fauna management 
•  Emergency services, safety regions 
•  Suppliers 
•  Partners 
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Quotes from our stakeholders

The forester (employee)
Jan Zijlstra is one of PWN’s thirty foresters. They manage more than 7,000 hectares of dune area together for the Province 
of Noord-Holland.

“The more animals there are, the more enjoyable the walk is.”

“We focus on nature conservation. We set out to enhance biodiversity, for example. But recreational users also benefit 
from this. After all, the more animals you come across during a walk, the more enjoyable it is, isn’t it?”

“The pine marten is back, ultimate proof of balance in nature.”

“We want people to be able to surround themselves in nature. That’s why there are horse riding, cycling and pedestrian 
paths. The balance is also maintained through measures and rules such as putting dogs on a lead and no running 
competitions in the breeding season. This is nicely demonstrated by the return of the pine marten. This mammal, about 
the size of a domestic cat but with shorter legs, needs space, peace and food. It turns out to have found all of this here in 
the dunes.”

The Mayor of Bergen (dune municipality)
Hetty Hafkamp is mayor of the Municipality of Bergen, a small place in Noord-Holland much beloved by recreational 
nature users.

“Trust without a struggle”

“PWN is so proud of and sparing with its nature conservation area. For that reason alone I trust their advice and choices. 
I therefore won’t be going into an old discussion, from before my time, about the accessibility of Egmond aan Zee via the 
dunes to Bergen aan Zee. According to PWN this is such a special piece of nature that access to recreational users would 
be damaging to nature. So I’m supporting PWN. Other than that, we’ve found a solution. A cycling path is being built at 
the base of the dunes.”

Director of Landschap Noord-Holland (fellow-nature conservationist)
Jan Kuiper is managing director of Landschap Noord-Holland. The Landschap (provincial countryside association) 
conserves and develops nature, landscape and cultural history in Noord-Holland.

“PWN has already for decades been a highly esteemed fellow-conservationist of Landschap Noord-Holland for this 
fantastic dune area. PWN manages to find a superb and socially accepted balance between nature quality and recreational 
options. Man and nature and balance, and that is something that we at Landschap Noord-Holland (‘Close to nature’) also 
strive for. PWN also truly knows what the word ‘colleague’ means and we work in close cooperation with great pleasure in 
many areas.”

Managing Director of De Kennemerduin camping sites
Willemieke de Waal is managing director of the three Kennemerduin camping sites: Bakkum, Geversduin and De Lakens.

‘Highest density of cycling paths in the Netherlands”
“Did you know that our camping site region has the highest density of cycling paths in the Netherlands? Cycling, hiking, 
horsing riding. People can escape from their everyday lives here, recharge the batteries. Nature doesn’t get in the way of 
recreation here, it rather contributes to it and for that reason alone attracts guests to our camping sites.”

“Exchanging land for a good cause”

“We own a piece of unexploited land at Geverduin. According to PWN it has a high nature value. We’re therefore quite 
happy to cooperate and consider whether we can ‘exchange’ this piece of land for another.”
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SR CORE SUBJECTS 

As we mentioned above: PWN occupies a central position in society. That is a result of what we do each and every day: 
supply drinking water and manage our nature conservation area, but it doesn’t stop there. We make a conscious choice 
to contribute from the perspective of our social role to society in Noord-Holland. PWN distinguishes two important SR 
icons:
1.  The combination of an outstanding drinking water supply and nature management.
2.  Sustainable innovative strength.

The combination of supplying drinking water and nature management
PWN plays an important role in society in Noord-Holland. We make sure that pure drinking water comes out of the tap 
each and every day. Water that is not only palatable, but is also inexpensive. That can be described as something special, 
especially if you consider what it takes to turn water from IJsselmeer into clean drinking water. We do that with the 
greatest possible care. And that applies equally to our dune management. We do this for the current generation, but also 
for Noord-Holland’s future residents.

This is illustrated by the following examples:
•  Nature as an indispensable element of our drinking water supply: we infiltrate IJsselmeer water in the dunes 

and pump it up again to turn it into drinking water at least 21 days later. That is why we invest substantially in 
conserving and taking care of that nature. This secures our drinking water supply and the recreation aspect.

•  PWN is the first in Europe to calculate the impact of each ‘extraction well’ on nature and adapt its operations 
accordingly;

•   Integral Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA): these result in greater capacity and nature improvement;
•  Sustainable energy: PWN invests in sustainability. That is why we have been looking for ways of generating 

sustainable energy on our sites for many years. Also, PWN’s modern and future-proof water treatment 
technologies (membranes, UV in combination with H202) call for more and more energy. Within the 
programme PWN Duurzaam 2011-2015 we are assessing other options for generating sustainable energy and 
reducing or compensating for our CO2 emission.

Sustainable innovative strength
PWN is not resting on its laurels. We are known for being willing and able to innovate time and time again. We have a 
long tradition in that area. This applies to our water technology and our nature conservation alike.

ISO 26000 sets out seven SR core subjects.

1. Organizational governance
PWN is a social not-for profit organisation that operates as a monopolist owned by the Province of Noord-Holland. In 
accordance with our vision (see page 1) our operations are based on keeping the social cost as low as possible.

PWN is a public company subject to the mitigated two-tier board structure. The Supervisory Board is formed by six 
people, all appointed by the General Meeting of Shareholders following nomination by the Board. The Province of Noord-
Holland is our sole shareholder.

The decisions in the capacity of shareholder are usually made by the Provincial Executive. The director and members of 
the executive acting on behalf of the shareholder hold regular consultations. The chairman of the supervisory board also 
takes part in the meeting once a year. The shareholder is kept continuously informed of important developments at PWN.

2. Human rights
PWN works towards sustainable development. This is expressed in concrete terms in the Sustainable Procurement project. 
To PWN sustainable development is not the exclusive domain of environmental experts, but also relates to human rights 
issues such as opposing child labour and encouraging working conditions that are at least at a minimum acceptable level. 
For sustainable procurement PWN has adopted the objectives undertaken by the provinces, including PWN’s shareholder 
(see also ‘fair trade’, page 11).



In 2011 PWN was employing 532 people, as well as more than 400 volunteers. 
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3. Labour practices 
Social and committed: PWN is a socially committed employer that moves with the times: flexible in employment 
conditions and working hours. PWN also creates plenty of space for personal development and training. We like to see our 
employees enjoying their work and encourage them to development and retain their vitality. PWN has a comprehensive 
range of training programmes for its employees. 

Our personnel 
“We communicate openly. Plenty of attention is paid to drinking water, nature, society and personnel. Training, 
development and health are promoted. Initiative is appreciated.” “PWN is an organisation that gives people the time and 
space to develop. Good relationships with colleagues and a happy working atmosphere improve performance. Meeting 
customers’ requirements together.” “Working at PWN is fun! It’s a dynamic company and treats its employees well. IT 
offers its employees options and opportunities for self-development, that’s something I like a lot.” 

PWN’s working conditions are laid down in the WWB-CBA. PWN pays market-compliant salaries and the other primary 
and secondary employment conditions are very good. PWN also has plenty of facilities for effectively combining care tasks 
and work. Examples include parental leave, course of life leave, short-term care leave and long-term care leave. 

Health management 
Health management is another example of how we invest in our employees. PWN offers various facilities in this area, such 
as Company Fitness, the bicycle scheme and chair massages. 



Pearl of innovation: European bison help to keep the dunes open. 
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4. The environment 
PWN works constantly on supplying top quality drinking water so that consumer confidence is such that customers do 
not feel the need to drink bottled water. This is our biggest contribution to sustainability. 

More effective, environmentally friendly and sustainable approach to water treatment:  
Andijk III 
We are currently building a new pre-treatment plant for the production of drinking water in Andijk. This plan, which we 
have called Andijk III, is based on an ingenious process developed by PWN people themselves. What’s special about the 
new plant is that the water quality will be even better whilst the energy consumption and environmental burden will be 
reduced. That makes this a more effective, environmentally friendly and sustainable approach to water treatment. PWN is 
investing tens of millions of euros in the building of the plant, which we hope to take into use at the end of 2013. The plant 
is being built by our wholly owned subsidiary PWN Technologies BV. There is already worldwide interest in Andijk III, 
from Asia, Australia and America, for example. We therefore hope that water companies all over the world will be able to 
benefit from our technology. We will reinvest the proceeds in new research & development programmes. 

Sustainable nature management: European bison help to keep the dunes open  
It is important for the dune area managed by PWN to ‘remain open’. Without our intervention the dunes will be 
roughened, whereas they are originally open landscapes where the wind has free reign and bare sand and light plantation 
alternate. One way of keeping the dunes open is to have European bison graze on them. In this project PWN, Stichting 
Duinbehoud (The Dune Preservation Foundation), ARK, FREE Nature and Stichting Kritisch Bosbeheer (Critical 
Forestry Management Foundation) are working together in partnership. We are conducting scientific research to establish 
the effect of the behaviour of the European bison. We are currently the only organisation in the Netherlands that have 
brought European bison back to the country. This is another project that is attracting international attention. We are thus 
contribution to the knowledge about this animal in the eco system as it used to be. 

Sustainable PWN: CO2 neutral in 2015  
PWN has defined its CO2 footprint and explored the energy saving options. The programme Sustainable PWN was 
launched in 2010. Priority is being given to reducing our CO2 emission, achieving energy savings at our pumping plants 
and procuring sustainably.

PWN’s ambition is to have CO2 neutral operations in 2015. This ambition has been translated into three goals: 
•  In 2015 our emission of greenhouse gases, expressed in CO2 equivalents, will be nil. 
•   PWN has put energy-saving measures in place throughout the company. In 2015 a saving of 7.5% was achieved 

for the pumping stations compared to the electricity consumption in 2010. 
•   PWN is planning to generate its own sustainable energy. In 2020 the share of PWN’s self-generated sustainable 

energy will be 20% compared to the overall power consumption. 

From the perspective of our social position we opt for a broad scope: reducing both direct and indirect emissions (in the 
supply chain, among customers and suppliers). Indirect emissions are caused mainly by our use of chemicals. This will be 
substantially reduced by the new Andijk III process. 



Sustainable site management fits within PWN’s environmental policy, in which we minimise the environmental burden of our own operations and in our 
relationships with others. 
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5. Fair operating practices 
Sustainable procurement 
PWN defines sustainable procurement as ‘The application of environmental aspects, social aspects, ethical principles 
and economic aspects in the procurement process, ultimately leading to a good and well-balanced decision in choosing 
the actual delivery of a product, service or work.’ Sustainable procurement focuses on more than the environment. It is 
about finding a healthy and structural balance between social wellbeing, the natural environment and social-economic 
development. As we mentioned above: for sustainable procurement PWN has adopted the goals that the provinces, 
including PWN’s shareholder, have undertaken. This means that at least 50% of the tenders and applications for quotations 
for products and services for which sustainability criteria are available must be subjected to those criteria. In 2015 this 
will apply to 100% of the annual procurement volume. In 2015 PWN plans to excel in sustainable procurement and to 
go a step further than applying the sustainability criteria alone. To give shape to this PWN has undertaken the following 
additional objectives: 
•   To operate the award criteria of Agentschap NL in addition to the minimum requirements as a best efforts  

obligation. In 2015 the award criteria of Agentschap NL will be applied to at least 50% of the tendering  
procedures. 

•   Based on the chain concept PWN plans to work with companies that are also themselves demonstrable socially 
responsible in their corporate affairs. PWN plans to place 75% of the supplier turnover with these suppliers in 
2015. 

•   If no sustainability criteria are available, an active approach should be taken to finding ways of including the 
sustainability aspect for the relevant service or product. 

Making the supply chain sustainable: PWN has the ability to hold its suppliers accountable for their 
contribution to energy savings and CO2 reduction. This indirect approach leads to potential savings many types greater 
than the individual alternatives. Consultations are being held in the water chain with public authorities and suppliers 
on ways of making the supply chain more sustainable. They include limiting and/or extracting heat from hot water in 
households. 
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6. Customer and consumer issues 
Customer orientation and the ability to respond to our customers’ needs is important to PWN. After all, we have a social 
obligation to take an effective approach here. Our clients depend on our efforts.

Customer contact centre 
Our aim is clear: as many satisfied customers as possible. PWN can therefore be contacted 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, and listens to and takes a constructive approach to its customers. This necessarily involves providing efficient and 
correct assistance for questions, problems and financial administration matters. The fact that our people are good  
at correctly resolving issues, there are not many repeat contacts. PWN has set up a central customer contact centre.  
The purpose of this centre is to correctly answer all customer enquiries in one go. This applies regardless of which  
channel the customer chooses. Accessibility is optimal: 80% of the telephone calls are answered within 20 seconds. 

“PWN does everything possible to prevent faults. But if there’s something wrong with the water despite that, the ability 
to contact us is all-important. Our customers have to be able to reach us quickly and easily. And the telephone remains 
the best way of doing that”, says Andreas Aukema, KM Consumer Market Manager. “This approach also means that our 
employees can ask questions.” 

Complaint settlement 
There is a specific contact point for complaints, where over 900 complaints were noted in 2011. The aim is to respond to 
complaints within five days, and this was achieved for 80% of the complaints. 

Price transparency 
PWN is transparent about its prices and publishes them on its website as a matter of course. 

Information about water and nature 
PWN regards it as being is social duty to provide adequate information about water and nature. This serves to show 
customers the social value aspect. We do this in all sorts of ways, such as providing information at our visitors’ centre and 
on our website and by holding open days and water promotion activities. 

Vulnerable customers 
Vulnerable customers are institutions/customers for which the quality of the tap water is of special importance. Examples 
include dialysis patients, hospitals and healthcare institutions. PWN has noted these specific customers in its database and 
a separate procedure is operated for them in the event of contingencies. They are the first to be informed by our customer 
relationship managers in the event of a contingency, for example. 

Other aspects concerning with taking a responsible approach to consumers are the provision of safe products and services 
and the promotion of sustainable consumption: 

Protecting the health and safety of our customers  
PWN puts the quality of its drinking water first. That is why the quality is continuously monitored at its source, but also 
at the point where it comes out of the tap, at homes and companies. The Water Laboratory in Haarlem is engaged by 
drinking water company PWN to check 35,000 samples a year, on which 150,000 analyses are carried out. That is how we 
secure the delivery of healthy, reliable, pure and palatable drinking water. 

Sustainable consumption 
Tap water is considerable more sustainable than bottled water. The high quality tap water serves to ensure that the use 
of bottled water is limited in the Netherlands. That is certainly the case compared to the growing share of bottled water 
in other European countries. We in the Netherlands drink an average of 21.5 litres of bottled water per person per year, 
compared to 76.1 litres for another European country. The financial benefit is also substantial given that a litre of bottled 
water is 200 to 800 times more expensive than a litre of tap water. 
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7. Community involvement and development 
Two visitors’ centres:  sharing knowledge 
We share knowledge by means of our visitors’ centres Zandwaaier in Overeen, and Hoep in Castricum, which was rebuilt 
in 2011. We are an open organisation that attaches importance to sharing its knowledge about water and nature.  
Those interested can pay us a visit on any day to take a look behind the scenes at our visitors’ centres. We organise 
activities at them for individual visitors, but also for groups (adults or children) and schools. 

Kennemerduincampings owned by Green Key 
PWN manages the Kennemer Duin camping sites (the independent natural camping sites Camping Bakkum, Camping 
Geversduin and Camping de Lakens) where SR and sustainable and nature-oriented camping are embraced as principles. 
All of the camping sites hold the highest level of environmental recognition: the Golden Green Key. The Green Key is the 
international hallmark for companies in the tourism and recreation sector and the market for meeting and conference 
locations that are seriously and verifiably engaged with sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility, care for the 
environment and the company and the nature in their setting. The camping sites are operated in accordance with a green 
management plan drawn up in close cooperation with PWN’s Nature & Recreation sector. Corporate responsibility and 
commitment are self-evident aspects of the three natural camping sites. For that reason various projects have been started, 
with organisations including the Roads foundation. In this context the camping sites offer participants, people with a 
psychiatric disorder, a wide range of training and work-study places and help them on their way. 

Joint venture between PWN and SPG (work-study programme) 
PWN and SPG (Joint venture practical training in the road building and hydraulic engineering sector Noord-Holland 
Bolegbo) last year signed a joint venture agreement. Within this partnership SPG will recruit apprentice infrastructural 
technology engineers over two years, who will eventually be taken on by PWN as fault engineers or service personnel.  
The purpose of the partnership is to bring about an intake of young employees and to give apprentice engineers job 
security after completing their training. The recruitment and training of apprentice engineers got underway in October. 
We do this because the partnership with a training institute such as SPG enables us to share knowledge, which fits within 
the social role we set out to play. 

New education technique: serious multi reality adventure 
Waag Society, Stichting Tijdgeest and PWN have launched a joint venture project with the aim of maximally involving 
children in their cultural and environmental inheritance. The approach taken by the schools involved in this project can 
best be described as ‘adventurous learning’. Children are drawn into a story in which they collect a wealth of information 
whilst at play in order to successfully complete the adventure. They steer the course of the story by their own actions. 
They are made aware of the past of their own living environment by means of desk research but also by carrying out field 
studies in nature. The adventures and studies take place largely in the dune area managed by PWN. Use is also made of the 
knowledge and expertise of PWN foresters. 

New education technique for adventurous learning. Serious Multi Reality Adventure 



Visitors’ centre De Hoep receives over 100,000 visitors a year. 
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400 Volunteers 
PWN is a company that sets out to act in a socially responsible manner. PWN’s use of volunteers is perfectly in keeping 
with this. The organisation is making increasing use of volunteers, especially in the NR and KM sectors. Approximately 
400 volunteers work at NR. About 20 volunteer hosts work at KM. 

Marianne Snabilie, NR Maintenance Manager 
“Volunteers occupy a central position in society and provide us with information and signals about what people are 
experiencing. They often have knowledge and skills that are very useful to our organisation. Also, volunteers have frequent 
contact with the public, which helps to raise the profile of our organisation in society.” 

Sponsoring 
PWN stands for pure and reliable drinking water and the management of nature conservation areas. Simavi works in 
partnership with PWN on various walking locations for Wandelen voor Water (‘walking for water’). During this annual 
event children learn about the water issue in developing countries. They are first given guest lessons about this at school, 
after which they walk for six kilometres with six litres of water on their back in order to experience for themselves what 
others in their age group do every day in developing countries: walk kilometres to collect clean drinking water from a well. 
Spread over various walking routes in the Netherlands, schools collect money for a water project together with Simavi. 

Millennium Development goals and emergency drinking water supply 
There are places in the world where clean and reliable drinking water is not available or to be taken for granted. Since 
as far back as 1986 PWN has been contributing to improving and creating a good drinking water supply in developing 
countries. In 2005/2006 PWN decided to make a bigger contribution to achieving the Millennium Development goals. 
Under the Drinking Water Act we are permitted to use a maximum of 1% of the turnover to achieving those goals. PWN 
is gratified by this option, since it has a lot of drinking water expertise that it is happy to share with countries in which 
clean drinking water does not come out of the tap as a matter of course as it does in our homes. PWN has now offered 
support for numerous development projects in countries including Vietnam, Indonesia, Ruanda, Senegal, Nigeria, 
Kenya, Tanzania and for emergency aid in Aceh, Indonesia, and Haiti.  PWN is currently investing 0.5% of its turnover 
in development aid. The implementation and coordination of these projects has been placed with Aquanet BV, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of PWN.  

Leo Commandeur, managing director of Aquanet 
‘Reliable drinking water is a matter of life or death. For everyone. In Arusha, Tanzania, people had to travel 30 km for 
reliable water. PWN has provided expertise to improve the drinking water system via Simavi. Now there is not only 
reliable drinking water in Arusha, but people now also know how to arrange the supply differently. From now on residents 
will pay for the water. That provides money for maintenance so that drinking water can also be supplied in the long term. 
We regard that sustainability as being important. We are happy to make that contribution so that ‘just opening the tap’ 
becomes just as much a matter of course in Tanzania as in Noord-Holland.’ 
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INTEGRATION OF SR THROUGHOUT THE ORGANISATION 

Introduction 
In 2010 and 2011 PWN took part in the ISO 26000 Championship Programme, the results of which are laid down in the 
NEN –book “The implementation of SR - practical cases and tools for ISO 26000”) by Pierre Hupperts and Hans Kröder. 
This makes PWN the first in its sector to integrate SR in its operational management following the guidance of ISO 26000. 

In the years to come we will continue to give actual shape to activities in the sustainability area. Our most important 
contribution to SR is to supply clean drinking water. This goes beyond technical projects in the CO2 neutral area, and 
is therefore also about our products and employees. Via our subsidiary Aquanet we also contribute to the Millennium 
Development Goals. From the perspective of our social core, active stakeholder management will also remain an essential 
theme in the years to come. After all, connecting with our stakeholders enables us to optimally carry through innovations. 

Sector manager Nature and Recreation, Piet Veel:  
“A ‘framework’ for all SR activities has long been sought at management 
level. A lot of time and energy were put into that search. ISO 26000 gives me 
the feeling that it will help PWN to introduce the necessary structure and 
cohesion in our overall policy.” 

Delivering clear drinking water to our customers each and every day is our most important contribution to SR. 
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SR policy and ambition 

The vision and mission of PWN are set out in the introduction (see page 1). This shows that SR is situated in the heart of 
our vision and mission. This solidarity with SR also feels good: it is the driving force behind all of our actions. The board, 
management and personnel alike: we want to fulfil our social role as effectively as possible. In 2010 all policy documents 
were reviewed for their contribution to: 
•  the 7 SR principles 
•  the 7 SR core subjects 
•  Recognising and acknowledging SR and chain responsibility and sphere of influence. 
As a result of this SR is no longer formulated as a separate section in 2012 policy, but is included in all of the activities. 

Spearheads 2012-2016 
For the next five years PWN has opted for seven strategic themes, which form our most important priorities for the 
years to come to ensure that we remain a strong company in a changing environment. They form a sophisticated mix 
by reinforcing each other and being carefully geared to the challenges of the years to come. One of those seven strategic 
themes if Corporate Social Responsibility. That is what forms our core. In the years to come we will continue to give actual 
shape to our SR activities based on ISO 26000.  

THEME 1: DRINKING WATER 

PWN provides clean and reliable drinking water 
Providing Noord-Holland with clean and reliable drinking water: that is what customers expect of PWN and what 
PWN stands for. We maintain high quality and continuous delivery of our drinking water. This calls for constant efforts. 
Our surface water sources are becoming increasingly polluted, and this necessitates a greater effort to turn it into clean 
drinking water. It also takes a lot of effort to properly manage our pipeline system and the installations, both for now and 
the future. It will go without saying that our aim is to achieve high quality and availability at the lowest possible cost. 
 
THEME 2: GREEN-BLUE COMBINATION 

PWN is water and nature 
PWN provides for clean and reliable drinking water and manages 7,300 hectares of marvellous dune area in Noord-
Holland. PWN employs engineers and technicians, but also foresters and their volunteers. Water and nature, a powerful 
combination united in a single organisation. Drinking water production and nature management both challenge and 
complement each other. We carry out both tasks with passion. Operational management of water and nature under one 
roof: that is a combination that offers benefits in the areas of cost-effectiveness, sustainability, continuity and reliability of 
the supply of pure drinking water. In the event of contingencies there is a strategic stock of dune water that creates a buffer 
that can be drawn upon. In the drinking water production we make no concessions to the management of our dunes. 
Pure water and nature, blue and green. They need each other, and reinforce each other. This strong combination makes it 
possible for PWN to make all the efforts needed to secure our nature and our drinking water for the future. 

See also appendix 2 (page 29). 
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THEME 3: INNOVATIVE CAPACITY 

PWN shows innovative capacity 
PWN sets out to deliver clean and reliable drinking water at the lowest possible costs. This is only possible if we 
continuously optimise our operational processes. From our primary processes for water, nature and recreation to our 
relationship with customers and our internal management. It is our social task to make optimum use of our innovative 
capacity, to learn and to continue to develop. This is to save costs, to operate sustainably, to continue to deliver sufficient 
and reliable drinking water to satisfied customers. It is our customers who stand to gain the most if this innovative 
capacity gets results throughout the entire organisation. 

THEME 4: STRONG BRAND 

PWN shows what it does 
PWN has 2 superb products: water and nature. We have a high profile, but people aren’t entirely sure about what we do. 
PWN regards it as its social responsibility to secure the drinking water supply and nature in Noord-Holland for the future. 
It will continue to develop and to innovate in order to carry out this important task at the lowest possible costs and to the 
greatest possible satisfaction of its customers. We want to put out this social role more emphatically so that our customers, 
cooperation partners and other important parties know even more clearly about what PWN stands for. After all, those 
who know who PWN is and what PWN does will have even more confidence in how PWN provides for one of the 
primary necessities of life: clean drinking water. 

THEME 5: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

PWN has a social responsibility 
PWN has a social responsibility. This responsibility is met by providing clean and reliable drinking water, thus doing away 
with the need to consume bottled water. And by managing 7,300 hectares of nature conservation area so that they can be 
enjoyed by many generations to come. To PWN, Corporate Social Responsibility also means: carefully and actively taking 
account of the setting in which we operate, sustainably innovating, working towards a CO2 neutral operation in 2015, 
sustainably procuring, being a good employer and of course providing drinking water facilities in countries where clean 
drinking water cannot be taken for granted. 

THEME 6: GOOD EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE

PWN is an attractive employer 
PWN is a fascinating company offering fine, relevant products and services. Its social role, innovative capacity and 
customer orientation and the unique, powerful combination of water supply and nature conservation mean that people 
enjoy and continue to enjoy working at PWN. We want to communicate even more clearly what we have to offer our 
personnel. PWN will emphatically show itself to be an attractive employer in the job market. 

THEME 7: WATER CHAIN 

PWN wants to collaborate with others 
PWN believes in the benefits of close cooperation with municipal authorities and water boards. Together we are 
responsible for the water chain: the extraction, treatment and distribution of water, which is treated again after being 
used and disposed of, ready for the next round. Partnership leads to increased efficiency, which minimises the social cost 
of clean and reliable water. We take a constructive approach to problems, show that we believe in the benefits of close 
cooperation, but PWN will not run ahead of things. 

We also work towards close partnership with other water supply companies, but only when that results in true benefits of 
scale and synergy. 
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Our SR ambitions are:  
•  CO2 neutral in 2015 (this goes beyond the VEWIN sector ambition of 35% savings in 2015); 
•  20% self-generated sustainable energy in 2020; 
•  Maintaining the high quality and continuous delivery of drinking water; 
•  Maintaining the current high level of customer satisfaction; 
•   Continuing to support the Millennium Development Goals concerning international drinking water treatment 

for developing countries and sustainable innovative technology (Perfector series); 
•  Continuing to invest in the sustainable employability of personnel. 

Introduction to the step-by-step implementation plan 
For the further implementation of SR in the operational management we use a number of tools from the ISO 26000 
Championship Programme. One of them is the step-by-step implementation plan that PWN has drawn up. The plan sets 
out the primary process steps and activities and the results to be achieved. Each process step or activity is given a single 
department as its ‘owner’ and a person as its leader. Indication is also given of which other departments will also have to 
contribute. The process steps and activities are divided into 6 blocks: 
1.  Formulation of SR communication/stakeholder plan; analysis of the sphere of influence and drawing up reports; 
2.   SR issues and action: determining relevance, significance and priority. Including: drawing up action plans, setting 

SR KPIs for measuring and monitoring. 
3.  Developing SR awareness, competencies and integration in HRM; 
4.   Integration of SR in existing systems and processes (EFQM, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, tools, etc.) Including: 

implementing, monitoring and measuring action plans. 
5.  Selecting and applying the right SR initiatives and instruments; 
6.  Verification of SR performance. 

Some points of attention for policy and strategy have also been defined, including: 
Environmentally strategic choices: whether or not to apply eco-effectiveness. 
Whether to apply TCO to investment (and procurement) decisions. 

PWN takes 35,000 water samples each year. The Water Laboratory carries out about 150,000 analyses on these samples. The total cost of monitoring the 
water quality is approximately 5 million euros. 
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1. Communication of SR to stakeholders 
The following activities have been included in the implementation and have largely been completed:

PWN has identified its stakeholders, differentiating between: 
•  Corporate stakeholders 
•  Stakeholders for the Drinking Water supply 
•  Stakeholders for Nature and Recreation 
See Chapter 2, page 6 and further for a detailed overview.

In 2010 the manager of the Drinking Water Strategy sector carried out an initial survey among PWN stakeholders to 
ascertain their expectations of SR. 

Stakeholder management as a process 
This has strengthened PWN’s conviction that it should communicate even more effectively with its stakeholders. In 2011 
a project group was set up to structure stakeholder management as a ‘process’ for the Drinking Water sector. The most 
complex stakeholder processes are found in this sector. To give an example, there are conflicting interests with the water 
boards wanting to make dike modifications, which could have serious implications for PWN’s pipeline structure. In 2011 
PWN carried out a ‘field of forces analysis’ to gain a clearer image of the various stakeholders’ interests. 

Stakeholder communication, chain and sphere of influence  
and reports 

Identifying stakeholders 

Choice of communication method (for each stakeholder group) 

Analysis of stakeholder interests (in new stakeholder management process) 

Analysis of the sphere of influence 

Communication on determination of SR icons 

Adoption of SR reports (GRI level C and B studies) 

Deliverables

Stakeholder folder + chart 

Corporate communication plan and stakeholder database 

Stakeholder management process 

Social forces analysis 

SR icon communication (in corporate communication plan) 

Reporting structure with GRI 

Drinking Water Strategy manager Roger de Rooij: 
PWN’s stakeholders raise the following points: 
“As a public company, monopoly, drinking water supplier and nature conservation area 
manager, PWN has to meet a higher standard than those applicable to private businesses. 
PWN has to respond to future expectations by doing more than expected.” 
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Dialogue at Nature and Recreation resolves mountain bike dilemma 
The Nature and Recreation sector has already been working on a stakeholder communication plan for some years.  
This has led, among other things, to a drawn-out problem concerning the use of the dunes by mountain bikers and 
involving many different parties being brought to a very successful conclusion. All of those concerned (mountain bikers, 
foresters, hiking clubs and municipal authorities) have sat down together and made clear agreements to the effect that a 
mountain bike route of 105 kilometres can be used during certain times. This is a unique since the mountain bikers had 
originally asked for 15 km, and the result is the Netherlands’ biggest natural mountain biking route.  

SR reports 
Up until now PWN has never published a SR report. Neither has the subject of SR been separately addressed in the annual 
report. This was initially considered in response to the ISO 26000 Championship Programme and has culminated in this 
report based on the ISO 26000 self assessment statement in accordance with NEN NPR 9026. GRI is an international 
non-governmental organisation that aims to make sustainability reporting standard operation management by providing 
organisations with guidance and support. For this purpose a wide-ranging set of indicators has been developed to clearly 
and measurably chart sustainability performance divided over various SR areas (economic performance, environment and 
climate, working conditions and fully-fledged work, human rights, social and product responsibility). Many companies are 
already operating this approach to reporting. An inventory in 2011 showed that PWN is already collecting performance 
data in many areas, and will be able to report on at least 20 of these GRI indicators. This is in keeping with the medium 
ambition level for GRI reporting (level B). 

This presents an image of the following aspects for PWN: 
•  Economic performance 
•  Materials 
•  Energy 
•  Water 
•  Air emissions 
•  Biodiversity  
•  Employment 
• Labour relations 
•  Health and safety 
•  Training and education 
•  Health and safety consumers 
•  Labelling of products and services 
It has been decided to start the GRI reporting process with effect from this reporting year and to provide annual progress 
reports. 

A drawn-out problem has been resolved through people sitting down together and talking.
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2. Setting SR priorities 
During 2010 PWN worked on charting its SR priorities. This was done with the aid of the ‘issue matrix’ tool, which was 
used in the ISO 26000 Championship Programme and is also included in the NEN NPR 9026 self assessment statement 
under appendix C. The management of all departments has contributed to the analysis of: 
•  which SR issues are relevant to PWN? 
•  what significant impact is there on the environment, on society and on stakeholders? 
•  what level of performance is aimed for and which priority for action is needed for that purpose? 
The applicable processes and relevant stakeholders have also been charged for the SR issues. The priorities have been 
discussed between the management and the executive board. All of the SR priorities are subjects of action programmes. 
In addition to the SR priorities, PWN has also been able to determine its SR icons. SR icons function as beacons for 
the organisation’s SR situation. They show how PWN stands out in the SR area and show what the distinguished SR 
competences are. 

For more information see chapter 3, page 8 and further. 
SR issues to which high priority has been assigned include the following: 

Environment: 

1. Reducing and modifying greenhouse emissions 

(reducing or preventing gas emissions, reducing or compensating for the use of fossil fuels, renewable alternatives) 

2. Sustainable use of auxiliary sources; energy savings (including pumps) 

Labour practices: 

3. Personal development and training: training and development of employees 

(HR strategy programme ‘Using and developing talent’) 

Fair operating practices: 

4. Enhancing SR in the sphere of influence: conducting more dialogue with important parties in the water chain for a joint approach 

to opportunities and threats. 

Human rights: 

5. Avoiding complicity: doing business with parties with suppliers in regions where human rights are respected (sustainable procure-

ment and risk assessment in the chain). 

Customer and consumer issues: 

6. Providing information and creating awareness: information about the use of water and equipment, possibly the relationship with 

energy (heating up water). 

Marketing and Communicatie manager, Anna Eelhart: 
“As a communication expert working with SR icons greatly appeals to me. It helps us 
to clearly show our employees and stakeholders what we mean by SR.” 
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3. Developing SR awareness, 
competencies and integration in HRM 
Th e following activities are included in the implementation plan: 

Th e fi rst information about SR was given at PWN in 2011 in a special SR edition of the staff  magazine BIJ. In 2012 special 
SR courses are being given to increase knowledge of SR. Experience from the ISO 26000 Championship Programme has 
shown us that PWN possesses plenty of knowledge and competencies concerning SR. It is oft en a question of converting 
‘unconscious’ competency into ‘conscious competency’. 

Th e SR training courses will include elements such an attractive form of gaming. Th e NEN practical training manual 
“De implementatie van MVO – Praktijkcases en tools voor ISO 26000” (Th e implementation of SR – Practical cases and 
tools for ISO 26000) will also be used. PWN feels that it is too soon to modify the HRM job classifi cation and job profi les 
in 2012 as SR is already present in many job positions, even if only implicitly in some cases. Th e roles of ‘stakeholder’ 
manager and ‘issue owner’ will however been emphasised more strongly in 2012. Th e purpose of this is to solve ordinary 
issues (incidents calling for direct action), but also SR issues, in which departmental boundaries can be crossed and 
cooperation is needed. 

Developing SR awareness, competencies and integration in HRM 

Development of SR awareness for personnel (information, courses, etc.) 

Development of SR competencies amongst personnel (knowledge, conduct, skills) 

Possible inclusion in task / role / job descriptions 

Possible inclusion in personal development plans and appraisals 

Deliverables 

SR information in cooperation programme 

SR training in cooperation programme 

To be scheduled 

To be scheduled 

HRM Manager Anita Wijma: 
“SR is already anchored in PWN’s culture. Despite that, we want to pay extra 
attention to creating awareness of our SR knowledge and competencies. Th at 
will enable us to make more conscious choices for people, the environment and 
society.” 

A special SR edition of the staff  magazine BIJ was published in 2011. 

PUUR

Noodhulp in Haïti 
“Toen we 
midden in  
de nacht  
arriveerden, 
zagen we een 
land compleet 
in puin”

Kraanwater of 
flessenwater

voor u van PWN

Geef grote  
grazers de ruimte

Wat is gezonder?

‘We geven de duinen hun 
eeuwige jeugd terug’
Leon Terlouw, adviseur Natuur & Recreatie

#01
maart 2011  

Blad voor alle PWN’ers

#02
juni 2011  

Blad voor alle PWN’ers

 dit nummer:   2 Bijblijven + 4 Het nieuwe ondernemingsplan + 6 3 x Puur 
+ 7 dossier mVO + 11 Werken aan onze veiligheid + 12 een nieuwe 
drinkwatertransportleiding! + 14  Bij ons + 16  intussen Bij...

Over Slimme meters, 
mensenrechten en 
duurzaam bouwen

Themanummer MVO
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4. Integration of SR in existing systems and processes 
The following activities are included in the implementation plan: 

The inclusion of the SR spearhead points in PWN’s Planning & Control cycle in 2011 led to a significant step towards 
integrating SR in the organisation. Since 2003 PWN has operated a total quality system based on ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
OHSAS 18001 (working conditions). PWN also operates the EFQM management model to structure its management and 
planning. In 2011 an initial study was performed into the link between EFQM and ISO 26000, but this has not yet been 
further developed because EFQM has not yet made a linking document in relation to ISO 26000. In 2011 PWN also paid 
a lot of attention to risk management, concerning both risks to PWN itself and to various important stakeholders such as 
the business community, consumers, municipal authorities, water boards and the Directorate-General for Public Works 
and Water Management. These risks also include the SR risks and impacts on stakeholders, the environment and society. 
The risk management does of course have areas of common ground with the due diligence called for by ISO 26000. 

Influence in the chain 
PWN is a lean organisation that outsources a lot of aspects. Socially responsible procurement is therefore one of the 
company’s SR priorities. “PWN sets out with its procurement activities to exert influence in the chain by holding 
suppliers to account for their conduct and making them aware of the importance we attach to SR”, says Ruud van der 
Neut, programme manager of Sustainable PWN. “We also speak to suppliers about their own suppliers (about working 
conditions for example) and render account to our stakeholders in the chain.” 

Integration in existing systems and processes 
(e.g. INK, project plan, tools, etc.) 

Include SR policy points in annual planning cycle 

Include and if necessary incorporate SR in internal processes 

Systematic work meetings, etc. 

Monitoring and measuring SR performance: 10 spearheads in P&C cycle; SR KPIs 

Incorporating/utilising continuous learning and improvement options for SR 

Introduction of SR threat and opportunity management (incl. due diligence) 

Guarantee sustainable procurement (incl. supplier code of conduct) 

Deliverables 

SR policy in annual planning cycle 

Relationship with INK, project mgt, various tools 

SR spearheads in P&C; SR KPIs 

SR in existing learning/improvement cycle 

SR threat/opportunity in matrix, Irene 

Sustainable procurement policy + supplier code

Finance manager Irene Veerkamp: 
“ISO 26000 serves as a guide for integrating socially responsible conduct in our 
organisational strategy, systems, practices and processes. That is what appeals to 
me in the guideline.” 

 ‘Due diligence literally means ‘appropriate care’, but in accountancy it has a specific meaning: 
an audit, carried out during a company takeover for instance. 
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5. Choice of SR initiatives 
There are a wide range of social initiatives and good causes to which PWN is asked to make a contribution. Since we 
set out to use our time, resources and money as sustainably as possible, we opt for SR initiatives that fit in with our core 
activities. To be transparent and fair in relation to applicants and initiators, we have defined clear selection criteria within 
fixed frameworks. 

See the table below for SR initiatives supported by PWN: 

Examples of PWN’s activities as a teaching company are described in more detail in chapter 3. See page 13. 

SR initiative 

PWN as a teaching company 

Sponsoring  

Company and society 

Serious Gaming;  
Multiple Reality Adventure 

Facilitating social events 

Activities 

Offering internships and work-study positions,  
including supervision and payment 

Financial contributions to social activities, in some cases as 
part of stakeholder management 

Various activities together with business community in 
Zuid-Kennemerland. Financial contribution to the Stichting 
B&S and Kinderuniversiteit 

Substantive and financial contribution to development and 
implementation of new education techniques 

Dune area and visitors’ centres, whether or not including 
supervision, made available for social activities.

Set framework 

In policy framework laid down  
by the board 

Sponsoring policy 

Agreement 

Contract, innovation policy 

Management letter Nature  
and Recreation  

As a public organisation PWN has a public responsibility. That is why PWN supports events and organisations every year. 
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6. Verification of SR performance 

The most important verifications of our SR performance will always be carried out by our stakeholders. They will 
ultimately determine the effectiveness of the sustainable contributions of PWN to man, the environment, the economy 
and society. There are many (sustainable) criteria of the sector association VEWIN that PWN has to meet for the Drinking 
Water sector. The same applies to nature management. More detailed figures on this are given in the following appendices: 
•  Appendix ‘drinking water policy’ 
•  Appendix ‘nature conservation results’ 

The publication of the ISO 26000 self assessment statement and this report is an important step for PWN and its 
stakeholders towards verification of PWN’s sustainability performance. We want to show how we transparently and openly 
give shape to sustainable development. 
For the true SR experts an overview has been made - for the first time over 2011 - of 20 SR KPIs that are operated by 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) for sustainability reporting. 

Verification of SR performance 

Internal evaluations (and self assessments) – geared with internal audit club 

ISO 2600 self assessment statement (incorporate comm. plan, no refer-matrix to 
outside world) 

Verification of performance by (external) stakeholders 

Assurance by external independent experts, gear with internal audit club 

Deliverables 

Self assessment plan 

Preparation of publication of self assessment 
statement 

In MTO, KTO and stakeholder plan

External Audit plan 2012

8
,4

PWN-water rated 8.4 
Customers rate the drinking water of their 
water company nationally with a score of 
8.3. PWN customers take this a tenth of a 
point higher and give the water in Noord-
Holland a score of 8.4! Compared to 2003 
this has risen by as much as 0.6 points. In 
2010 TNS NIPO held a survey into how 
drinking water quality is experienced. This 
was commissioned by the trade association 
Vewin. 

Good employer: 
            check our site 
PWN is a socially committed employer that moves 
with the times: flexible in employment conditions 
and working hours. We regularly have challenging 
new vacancies. Be sure to keep an eye on our 
site: www.pwn.nl/vacatures

  
Did you know? 

 
In 1995 a dishwasher used 25 litres 
of water for each wash. These days 
that is just 15 litres. Washing machines 
have changed from 97 to 57 litres. 

People in their thirties spend the most 
time under the shower. Around the age of 

thirty you use about 66 litres of water 
for each shower. The average person 
over the age of 55 uses about half of 
that: 38 litres. 

Dentists recommend spending 2 
minutes twice a day cleaning your 
teeth. PWN therefore advises 
closing the tap. That saves 1000 
litres of drinking water a month!  

(Source: ‘Watergebruik thuis 2010’ (domestic water 

consumption 2010), TNS NIPO for the Association of Dutch 

Water Companies (Vewin)) 
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Appendix 1: Drinking water quality 

PWN tests the drinking water quality against the statutory standards (Drinking Water Decree) in a continuous testing 
programme. An even higher standard for this has been agreed within the sector association Vewin, expressed in the Water 
Quality Index (WQI). The Vewin version (benchmark) focuses on the quality of raw water and clean water. PWN also 
takes account of the indicators in the processes between the source (raw) and tap (clean) water. 

National drinking water policy 
The national drinking water policy is based largely on an Act: the Drinking Water Act. The Drinking Water Act, the 
Drinking Water Decree and four ministerial orders in council together form a single package and supersede the former 
Water Supply Act. 

The Drinking Water Act 
The new Drinking Water Act, which passed into law on 1 July 2011, stipulates that the quality of the drinking water is and 
always will be the first priority of the activities of the drinking water companies. The sustainable securing of the public 
drinking water supply is designated as a ‘compelling reason of major public importance’. This status implies that the 
drinking water supply takes priority when conflicting interests have to be considered. 

Water quality in the Netherlands 
The Netherlands has the best drinking water quality in the world. Vewin, the drinking water sector organisation has 
organised a global benchmark in which 40 water companies all over the world participate. Comparisons and conclusions 
are worked on. The Netherlands is in the top ranking and also has the fewest quality differences nationally. The quality of 
the drinking water is tested with the aid of Water Quality Indices (WQI) for each parameter group. These show to what 
extent the water meets the statutory standards as provided for in the Water Supply Decree. A score of ‘0’ is the highest 
possible score and is regarded as being optimum drinking water. Water that fails to meet the statutory standards is rated 
with a score of 1. 

The drinking water companies operate well within these standards with an average WQI over all parameter groups of 0.02 
(Medical acute = 0.00; Medical non-acute = 0.01; Business Technical = 0.03; Customer-orientation = 0.04). 

The drinking water supplied in 2009 was well within the statutory parameters for the acute and non-acute medical 
parameters as well as for the business-technical and customer orientation parameters. The scores for acute medical 
parameters can even be described as optimum. This concerns bacteria and viruses that can have a direct impact on health. 
Since 1997 they have only barely been present in drinking water, and in 2009 the drinking water of all drinking water 
companies could be regarded as being optimum with a water quality index of 0.00. 

A certain optimum level has been reached. The quality of a specific source fluctuates over the year: the water treatment is 
therefore set up to turn the poorest quality of water into reliable drinking water. The sector also invests systematically in 
maintaining the quality of drinking water at its current high level. The drinking water treatment is also set up to take the 
most difficult substances out of the water. This results in more substances being taken out than strictly legally required. 
This is an inherent aspect of the technologies available for purifying drinking water. 

Drinking water quality developments in the Netherlands 
The drinking water companies set out to ensure that all Dutch people have the greatest possible confidence in the clean 
drinking water they supply. Since developments in the quality of the drinking water sources are still relatively uncertain, 
it is a challenge for the drinking water companies to maintain the drinking water quality at the current high level 
irrespective of whether the drinking water sources are of poorer quality. 
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The challenges in this respect are found on the one hand in working with the other parties involved, such as water 
boards, international organisations and the agriculture and horticulture sector with a view to protecting the quality of the 
drinking water sources. PWN is a member of international organisations such as EUREAU, IAWR and RIWA and also 
steers them. Martien den Blanken, PWN’s CEO, is chairman of the RIWA and IAWR (international lobby organisations 
for improving the quality of the Rhine and Maas). Climate change and environmental pollution also make it necessary for 
the sector to continue to invest in improving and renewing the water treatment processes. Global warming may eventually 
heat up the drinking water in the distribution network, which could have adverse effects on the water quality (growth of 
bacteria). 

PWN’s water quality (source VEWIN) 
The average Dutch customer gives his water company a score of no less than 8.3 for its water quality. PVN scores better 
and is rated with a score of 8.4 by its customers for water quality. This places the water quality in second place in the 
Netherlands. In view of the fact that PWN has to treat surface water with a poor quality source and that the treatment 
process is complex, this is an outstanding achievement. The water quality has improved over the past 7 years: from a score 
of 7.8 to an 8.4. 

PWN’s own water quality index 
Despite the strict laws and regulations, PWN has set up its own monitoring process with an accompanying PWN water 
quality index in order to steer and adjust the processes as quickly and precisely as possible. PWN subjects itself to stricter 
requirements that the statutory ones. The internal track and trace system developed by PWN features automated quality 
testing, sampling, and so on. 

Monitoring the water quality 
PWN takes water samples at the production locations and in the distribution network at from the customers taps every 
day in order to check the water quality. The Water Laboratory in Haarlem tests 35,000 samples a year for PWN. 150,000 
analyses are carried out on these samples. A small number of exceeded limits are found each year. If parameters are 
exceeded PWN takes appropriate measures such as stopping collection at the source. 

As well as all these tests, three core values are continuously checked: colour, smell and taste. PWN spends 5 million euros 
a year on monitoring water quality. 
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Appendix 2: nature management results 

PWN realises 401 hectares of protected or restored habitats

    5 hectares of walking dune Buizerdvlak (completed December 2010)
  24 hectares of new nature inner dune fringe (Egmond (BES)
  29 hectares of nature restoration Bokkedoorns (Zuid-Kennemerland) 
343 hectares countering invasive prunus (Zuid-Kennemerland) 

Buizerdvlak: dune back on the move 
Wind is the driving force behind a natural dune landscape. It keeps the sand constantly on the move. That is how the 
dune rejuvenates itself. In past decades little has remained of this natural process for all sorts of reasons. In 2010 PWN 
and Staatsbosbeheer (National Forest Service in the Netherlands) carried out a project to restore sand-drift in a high dune 
to the north of Bergen aan Zee. The dune is at the boundary of the Buizerdvlak (managed by PWN) and the Pirolavlakte 
(managed by Staatsbosbeheer). With this project PWN and Staatsbosbeheer are contributing to increasing the diversity of 
flora and fauna in the dune. 

New nature inner dune fringe Egmond 
In 2007 PWN started a long-term project to realise (in fact, to restore) nature in the inner dune fringe close to Egmond. 
This was done within the Landinrichting Bergen Egmond Schoorl (BES) based on a compromise between agriculture and 
nature. As well as the water supply for the flower bulb regions, it was agreed that 45.5 hectares of new nature (EHS) would 
be realised in the flower bulb concentration region and that five dune waterways would be restored. Approximately 24 
hectares have now been laid out, including the restoration of a 17th century bleaching field. Two of the dune waterways 
have been laid out (to the extent that they are within the area managed by PWN). 

Nature restoration Bokkedoorns 
In 2002 PWN stopped extracting groundwater from the National Park Zuid-Kennemerland (NPZK). That had 
implications for the dune. The Masterplan for the Regeneration of Dune Valleys NPZK was published in 1999. The second 
phase, the restoration of 22 dune valleys, began at the end of November. In these valleys the soil is cleared of undergrowth 
and dug out to clean dune sand. This work was divided over two winters: 2011/2012 and 2012/2013. All of the work is 
being done outside of the breeding season, and the tourist season is also taken into account. The released sand is used 
elsewhere in the NPZK. Examples including reducing the depth of Spartelmeer, the future building of a number of 
planned ecoducts and the restructuring of the parking area Koevlak for the new NPZK visitors’ centre being built there. 

Countering invasive prunus 
PWN is countering the American black cherry (Prunus serotina) in its nature conservation area. The American black 
cherry is what is known as an ‘invasive exotic’, which does not naturally occur in the Netherlands but has overrun large 
parts of the dune region since the nineteen-nineties. Like PWN, more and more nature conservation managers are 
countering this plant in order to prevent the disappearance of characteristic dune areas with their unique flora and fauna. 
Once the original dune has been restored there will be more for visitors to enjoy. Natura 2000 (European network for 
protected nature conservation areas) obliged nature conservation managers to maintain these dune regions. They are very 
rare at global level. 
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Green-blue combination: nature and water 
PWN supplies drinking water to companies and to more than 1.6 million residents of Noord-Holland. The total demand 
in our supply area is currently about 105 million m³ a year. We mainly use IJsselmeer as a fresh water source for the 
production of this water. 

The Noord-Holland Dune Reserve is indispensable for half of the total production volume. The water originating from 
IJsselmeer is infiltrated in this area. Before this is done, the water is pre-treated in Heemskerk at the UV/H202 plant. 
This process breaks down micro-contaminants (such as residues of pesticides, medicines, etc.). We do this to prevent 
the dune from being harmed by these substances. Once the water has been infiltrated after this pre-treatment it remains 
in the soil for a few weeks or months and is then pumped back up together with a small quantity of natural dune water. 
Underground storage naturally makes the water a reliable source for the drinking water supply. This water that has been 
pumped out of the soil is free of all other bacteria and can very easily be treated into drinking water. Storage and water 
stocks in the dune reserve make the area extremely valuable for the drinking water supply. The dune reserve also has other 
usage functions: nature, recreation and sea barrier. 

The total supply of drinking water is expected to continue to rise, and the dune water extraction will therefore need to 
be extended. This is also because the infiltration and extraction have already reached the permitted level. In the past an 
undertaking was given to limit the extraction to prevent nature from drying out. A different operation and the intensified 
use of the infiltration system in the dune area will be needed for this purpose. To provide the Province of Noord-Holland 
with sufficient information to make a decision about altering the permits, PWN is currently running an environmental 
impact assessment procedure which will result in the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). This permit was issued by 
the Province of Noord-Holland in 2012. 

The study was directed at making better use of and further optimising the operation of the existing systems in the 
dune area and at providing information about the options for 1) securing the cover and the need for drinking water, 2) 
maintaining the nature and recreational values in the nature conservation area and further reducing dehydration in the 
dune and 3) preventing extra ground water nuisance in the inner dune fringe. 


